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stimulate us anew to prosecute with still greater ardor deep-sea 
dredgings off our coast, particularly the northeast extremity of 
the St. Georges Banks, with the hope of finding that now strangely 
interesting shell, Leda truncate, which has been brought home from 
the seas of Greenland in a recent state by arctic voyagers; and on 
the other hand, to investigate the clay beds of the coast of New 
England, and Canada and Labrador with the hope of finding the 
Arca pectunculoides, which we can now with some degree of safety 
predict will be eventually found. The kind of bottom the writer 
found on the northeastern end of St. Georges Banks, and which 
proved so remarkably rich in molluscan and verinian life, was a 
sandy mud, much like that of the richest fossiliferous beds in our 
glacial formation. 

We have but glanced at the identical features of the glacial phe- 
nomena of the Alps, Scandinavia and northeastern America, a mat- 
ter which our geologists have doubtless each observed for them- 
selves, and which struck Prof. Agassiz when he first arrived in this 
country after his years of exploration in the Alps, and journeys in 
Scotland and Wales, but which will perhaps suffer repetition in a 
popular journal of this character. As Humboldt early in this cen- 
tury expressed his delight at finding identical rocks in the New and 
Old World, the student of the superficial deposits that cover these 
rocks cannot restrain his delight at finding them almost identical 
in both hemispheres. Indeed it may be a comfort to the American 
student of glacial phenomena to know if he is debarred from visit- 
ing the glaciers of the Alps or Norway, or even those of the Rocky 
Mountains, that in the northern states, their marks are as freshly 
preserved as in the Old World, except at the very edge of the 
glaciers themselves when photographs will supply the place of 
actual vision. 

THE COTTON CATERPILLAR. 

BY LEWIS A. DODGE. 

THERE are two kinds of insects which feed upon and destroy the 
cotton crop. The boll worm (Fig. 39, caterpillar and moth) eats 
only the bolls or pods containing the unripe cotton lint. It confines 
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its ravages to the bolls alone and does not trouble the foliage on 
the cotton plant. The first brood of boll worms always appears 
in the corn fields, where it feeds on the silk and leaves of the 
more tender corn until it is large enough to attack the tough cotton 
pods, eating into them just as the apple worm eats into the apple. 

But the insect whichwe dread, and which we call the caterpillar * 
(Fig. 40, moth and caterpillar), eats only the leaves on the cotton 

Fig. 39. plant. The boll .-worm 
sometimes attacks the 
long-staple cotton, but 
only as an attendant on 
the caterpillar, comnplet- 
ing what the latter had 
begun. We have twice 
had our cotton fi eld s 
ea t en out completely 
since the war and conse- 
quently have been corn- 

Boll worm. pelted to learn something 
about the habits of the caterpillar. In appearance and size it is 
at first like the .canker worm, but towards the latter part of Octo- 
ber it becomes much larger and more active. 

In one respect it differs from the canker-worm-when you touch 
one, it jumps away three or four inches; but ordinarily it crawls 
about from leaf to leaf. When first dis- 
covered - about the last of July -it is Fig. 40. 

very small, not much larger than the 
head of a pin and was eating holes 
through the leaves of the tenderest cot- 
ton from the under side. It soon disap- 
peared and in about two weeks we found 
a new brood which increased in size and 
numbers much more rapidly than the Cottin Caterpillar. 

first. This second brood was confined to 
spots in the fields, eating all the foliage wherever it began. After 
eating for about two weeks they began to roll up in the cotton 
leaves in the form of cocoons and shortly turned into moths, which 
flew in every direction over the fields and deposited their eggs for 

* For an account of this caterpillar, the Anomnis xylina, see the '-Guide to the Study 
of Insects," where Professor Darby relates his experience with it in Alabama. 
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the third brood. Each female moth is said to lay at least five hun- 
dred eggs, so any one can judge how rapid is the increase. 

Thus the caterpillars keep on multiplying into new broods till 
near the middle of November, when the frost kills them off. The 
common belief among the negroes is that the caterpillar knows 
when the frost is coming, and takes to the woods, where it sleeps 
till the next spring, but I have never verified their belief. As the 
cotton plant gets older and the leaves tougher, the caterpillar in- 
creases in size and activity and eats from morning till night. Of 
course, as the plant loses its leaves, it dries up and the fruit bolls 
wither and rot, just as apples do under similar conditions. After 
the worms have takeR possession of the fields, it is always esti- 
mated that from one-half to three-fourths of the yield has been cut 
off. We have this year about three hundred acres planted in cot- 
ton. At the lowest calculation of price and yield per acre, this 
ought to turn us in a $16,000 crop; but if the caterpillars get into 
it, we shall be lucky to get $8,000 out of it. 

As to where or how the cotton caterpillar originated, several the- 
ories have been advanced. Some say that they came from the Ba- 
hama islands to Florida and thence spread up along the coast.* 
But I suppose they came just as the canker and currant worms 
came, and it is as easy to account for one as the other. Their devel- 
opment depends much on the state of the atmosphere. Dog-day 
weather seems to be favorable to their increase and spread, while 
a hot sun scorches them and renders their food, the leaves, dry 
and tough. Before the war, they did not appear oftener than once 
in seven years, and many old and experienced planters say that 
we have them now oftener, because our method of cultivation is 
different from theirs and not so thorough. It was always cus- 
tomary to burn off all the cotton fields and old pastures after the 
frost had killed vegetation, thus destroying any eggs that might 
have remained unhatched. This practice in many cases is neg- 
lected now; and again they say that we put off ploughing up our 
ground too late; that by ploughing early, the frost has a chance to 
act on the soil and kill all grubs and eggs deposited under the 
surface. The darkey also has his reason, which perhaps is as good 
as any yet assigned. He says the guano brings the caterpillar, 
reasoning from the fact that it always attacks the rankest cotton 

* For an account of the distribution of the army or cotton worm, see the NATU- 
RALIST, Vol. iv, p. 52. 
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first, this having attained its luxuriance through the application 
of guano. He says the Yankees are so much in a hurry to make 
money that they use more guano than they ought. Yankees, 
guano, caterpillars and carpet-baggers are all associated together 
in his mind. He will not steal guano for this same reason, that 
he believes it breeds the caterpillars. 

We have tried several methods of checking them, but none did 
much good. We built fires at night around our fields to attract 
the moths, but they did not seem much inclined to commit suicide. 
We hired hands to examine the plants and pick off the leaves 
having eggs on them, but it was a slow and useless job. We 
heard that insects could not endure the smell of the castor bean 
plant and so planted rows of them through the fields, but it did no 
good; on the contrary, they rather liked it. In fact the only effec- 
tual remedy was by picking off the worms themselves, thus check- 
ing their spread. But one hundred hands picking all day would 
not gather more than two or three barrels, and1 at night there 
seemed to be just as many in the field, though their increase was 
evidently lessened. Perhaps you say "why not apply carbolic acid 
to the plants?" We have tried that too, but you might as well 
attempt to put out a burning house with a pocket syringe, as to 
sprinkle a field of a hundred acres. How to keep them off, or how 
to destroy them after they have come, has not yet been discovered. 

No one who has not seen them at work, can conceive of the 
devastation they commit. We have had a field of over one hun- 
dred acres eaten out so clean by them in ten days' time, that it 
had the appearance of having been burnt over by fire. To-day 
you see only a few here and there; in less than a week the ground, 
with every cotton plant and other bush, Is one squirming mass of 
worms. They are born to devour and most faithfully do they 
execute their mission. When they are in full blast, the air in a 
cotton-field is filled with a sitzkening odor of the macerated leaves, 
and I have thought I could hear the noise of their eating and 
crawling. I have seen ditches a foot deep for miles, filled to the 
top with drowned worms, and in one instance the wagon rut for 
eight miles or more was full of a wriggling mass of them. Dogs, 
geese, turkeys and birds thrive on them, and forsake all other food 
for them. The negroes' dogs get fat on them alone; the rice birds 
desert the rice fields in thousands, preferring the worms to the 
tender rice.-Adapted from the Boston Congregationalist. 
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